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Open Basic Education – Curriculum
Subject – English

(Level  'C')
The learner at this stage is better equiped with language skills because of his age
and two years exposure.

1. Listening

The learner at this level will be able to

1. understand English for local and global understanding.

2. understand the use of vocabulary items and underline meanings of the speakers involved
in unfamiliar conversation.

3. understand the introductory speeches made by the speakers or anchors in certain
talk shows or other activities.

4. understand detailed instructions to be carried out.

5. understand longer announcements, descriptions of events, people and places.

6. comprehend meaning of the unfamiliar words, phrases in context.

7. understand the intent of the speaker.

2. Speaking

The learner will be able to

1. speak for a longer duration with coherence of ideas.

2. deliver short speeches on different occasions.

3. sum up the speech delivered by the speaker.

4. extend welcome to the visitors and thank them for their co-operation/encouragement.

5. recite poems with appropriate modulation.

6. have reasonable control over volume of speech.

7. speak/participate in discussions without prior preparations.

8. make suggestions or interrupt in a befitting manner.

9. use appropriate vocabulary to convey his intent.

10. pronounce well with appropriate stress, pauses and rise and fall.

11. report orally what he had heard or read as an activity to brief others.

12. use courteous words/expressions e.g. please, thank you, excuse me, you are welcome
etc.
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3. Reading

The learner will be able to

1. read a given passage or provided input with proper understanding of the content/
message/ideas of the passage or poem without undue halt and with proper modulation
of voice.

2. read silently with understanding of the intent of the writer, puzzle out the word meanings
in context and central idea of the familiar/unfamiliar text material independently unaided.

3. understand details of description/directions and instructions

4. understand sequence of the narratives and also re-order jumbled sentences/words to
provide proper sequence.

5. weed out the irrelevant ideas to focus on the relevant content.

6. infer meanings even when not explicitly stated.

7. read newspaper, magazines, posters, comic strips and notices and circulars and also
any other printed as well as handwritten material with understanding.

8. refer to a dictionary, atlas, maps and any other reference material.

4. Writing

The learner will be able to

1. write a sustained piece of writing (controlled as well as free) such as personal and
official letters, letters of complaints, applications and paragraphs on familiar topics.

2. give factual description of the events, people or places.

3. write original stories or re-write the stories read or heard earlier.

4. report the conversation already heard, in writing.

5. write brief messages, notices and instructions.

6. write/develop dialogues on familiar/life related topics and experiences.

7. write short speeches for different occasions.

8. write with appropriate punctuation marks such as ; |;| |:| |!| along with (.) (,) (“.....”)
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Level 'C'

Syllabus for developing listening and speaking skills

Recorded and live

Listening to • announcements (Railway station/Airport/Bus stands

• instructions/Commands

• requests/suggestions/negations

• conversation/dialogues

• speeches/description

• stories/poems/prose passages

• recognising the sounds and putting the words in cluster of words with similar
sounds such as – ago, agree, arrive, ten, pen, eight, rain

Speaking • participation in pair work, group work/group discussion/pannel discussion

• individual performance (speeches, welcome, thanks giving, description of
person/place/object

• anchoring, summing up, giving commentary with appropriate pronunciation
(RPs) proper stress, modulation and pauses

Role plays and simulation

• making enquiries (at the Railway station, Airport/Hospital/Shops)

• providing information use of appropriate language in different contexts; use of
polite expression

• reporting the events/incidents

• reproduce/narrating stories (narratives without sacrificing major points)
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Syllabus for developing reading skills

I. A good stock of unseen prose passages

Types of passages 1. Factual : Descriptions of people (biography of leaders, saints,
etc.) buildings and places (cities of historical, scientific religious
importance.

2. Reflective : Passages raising issues of national, social and scientific
importance.

3. Literary : Poems and short stories to test ability to infer, unstated
meaning, and interpret unsaid ideas;

Ability to decipher meaning of unfamiliar words used in the passage,
from the context.

II. Text-based question

[For local and global comprehension of the passage]

The learner will be able to read the given input (text) and answer the questions on

(i) content (facts, ideas, dominating thoughts)

(ii)  organise the relevant matter together in proper sequence and
separate the irrelevant

(iii)  transcribe the information contained in the passage (text)

(iv) interpret the given table, tree diagram or a pie chart

(v) interpret the ultering and statements besides puzzling out the
contextual meaning

(vi) compare the characters/events/incidents and statements
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Level 'C'

Syllabus for developing writing skills

(A) Short compositions

A1. Guided/controlled

• messages, notices, news, statements

• stories (based on clues/input/outline)

• short description of experiences/events/incidents/accidents

A2. Long Compositions (Guided as well as free comp.)

• stories (original and rewriting the story read earlier)

• speeches (welcome thanks)

• reporting events for magazines/newspaper

• letters personal/ (with personal touch, personal matters and expression
of emotion)

Letters (formal) official

• complaints

• requests

• enquiry (to seek information)

• placing orders

• application

Language

formal & courteous

Appropriate format to the task
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Grammar [Level 'C']

Note : Grammar has to be taught and learnt in context, NOT in isolation.

1. Noun

• Abstract Noun

2. Verbs

• Transitive/Intransitive

3. Adjectives

• Degrees of comparison

4. Transformation of sentences

• Positive/Negative/Interrogative

• Clauses and phrases, linkers

• Simple and complex sentences

• Active Passive

5. Word formation

• Prefix and suffix

• Transformation of parts of speech

6. Tenses

• Continuous (Progressive) V + ing

• Perfect (has/have/had) Participle form of the verb

7. Phrasal verbs

8. Reporting (speech)

• Event and dialogues (tenses, person)

9. Revision of concepts

• Determiners

• Prepositions

• Conjunctions

• Clauses/phrases
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eqDr csfld f'k{kk ikB~;Øe
fo"k; % fgUnh

Lrj&lh
vkSfpR;
Hkk"kk ,d vkStkj gS & Lo;a dks] lekt dks vkSj iwjh nqfu;k dks tkuus vkSj mlls laoknkRed fj'rk dk;e
djus osQ fy,A Hkk"kk nqfu;k dh pqukSfr;ksa dk lkeuk djus dh rkdr vkSj fo'okl nsrh gSA ge Hkk"kk esa cksyrs
gSa] fy[krs gSa] i<+rs gSa vkSj Hkk"kk esa gh lksprs gSaA Hkk"kk osQ fcuk euq"; dk vfLrRo laHko ugha gSA
vkSipkfjd f'k{kk 'kq: djus ls igys Hkh f'k{kkFkhZ osQ ikl ifjos'k ls lh[kh viuh Hkk"kk gksrh gSA ikB~;&lkexzh
ls vius utnhdh ifjos'k vkSj ckgjh nqfu;k dk laca/ LFkkfir djrs gq, os viuh Hkk"kk dk foLrkj djrs
gSaA cksyh gqbZ vkSj fyf[kr Hkk"kk esa varj gksrk gS] f'k{kkFkhZ buesa ,d laca/ LFkkfir djus dk iz;kl djrs gSaA
;g jpukRed iz;kl mldh viuh Hkk"kk dks l`tukRed vk;ke nsus esa leFkZ gksxkA
Hkk"kk f'k{k.k osQ bl egÙo dks è;ku esa j[krs gq, jk"Vªh; eqDr fo|ky; us Lrj ^lh* dk ikB~;Øe izLrqr
fd;k gSA blesa f'k{kkFkhZ dks lquuk vkSj cksyuk dkS'ky dk vH;kl djkus osQ lkFk&lkFk mlosQ i<+us vkSj
fy[kus osQ dkS'ky dk fodkl Hkh fd;k tk,xkA

y{;
;g ikB~;Øe izkFkfed f'k{kk iwjh dj pqosQ vFkok blosQ leku ;ksX;rk j[kus okys f'k{kk£Fk;ksa osQ fy, gSA
vr% bl ikB~;Øe esa iw.kZ ;ksX;rk izkIr djus osQ ckn f'k{kkFkhZ jk"Vªh; eqDr fo|ky; ls ekè;fed Lrj dh
f'k{kk izkIr dj ldrs gSaA bl izdkj ;g ikB~;Øe izkFkfed rFkk ekè;fed Lrj dh f'k{kk dks tksM+us okyh
dM+h gS ¯drq bldk Lora=k :i ls Hkh vè;;u fd;k tk ldrk gSA

vko';d iwoZKku
bl Lrj osQ ikB~;Øe dk vè;;u djus osQ fy, f'k{kkFkhZ dks fuEufyf[kr iwoZKku gksuk vko';d gS&
u d{kk ik¡p osQ Lrj dh Hkk"kk laca/h ;ksX;rk,¡ vFkkZr~

r lkekU; ckrphr jsfM;ks dk;ZØeksa rFkk fofHkUu mn?kks"k.kkvksa dks lquus vkSj le>us dh lkekU;
;ksX;rkA

r lkekU; xfr ls viuh ckr dks izLrqr djus dh ;ksX;rkA
r ljy dkO; iBu rFkk x| iBu dh ;ksX;rkA
r Li"V gLrys[k rFkk eqfnzr ys[kksa osQ iBu dh ;ksX;rkA
r ifBr lkexzh dks viuh 'kSyh esa fy[kus dh ;ksX;rkA
r Hkk"kk osQ lkekU; 'kCn HkaMkj dh ;ksX;rk rFkk u, 'kCn cukus dk lkekU; KkuA
r dYiuk'khyrk vkSj l`tukRedrk dh ;ksX;rkA
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lkekU; mís';
bl ikB~;Øe osQ lkekU; mís'; fuEufyf[kr gSa &
u nSfud thou esa O;kogkfjd Hkk"kk dk csgrj <ax ls iz;ksx djus dh ;ksX;rk dk fodkl djuk
u nSfud thou esa iz;ksx esa vkus okys O;kogkfjd&O;kolkf;d {ks=kksa esa iz;qDr 'kCn HkaMkj esa o`f¼ djuk
u lquus] cksyus] i<+us vkSj fy[kus laca/h ;ksX;rkvksa dk vH;kl djuk
u lekpkj i=k] if=kdk,¡ rFkk vU; iqLrosaQ i<+us osQ izfr #>ku iSnk djuk
u fdlh fuf'pr mís'; dks ysdj iBu dh ;ksX;rk dk fodkl djuk
u vkuan osQ fy, i<+us esa #fp txkus dh ;ksX;rk dk fodkl djuk
u l`tukRed vfHkO;fDr dk fodkl djuk
u izo`Qfr izse rFkk jk"Vª izse dh Hkkouk dk fodkl djuk

fof'k"V mís';
Øe la[;k bdkb;k¡ n{krk,¡
(1) lquuk] cksyuk] 1- futh vuqHkoksa osQ vk/kj ij l`tu'khy Hkk"kk dk iz;ksx dj

losaQxsA
2- ifjfpr ifjos'k rFkk fo"k;ksa ls lacaf/r funsZ'k] okrkZyki dks

lqudj&le>dj ml ij viuh izfrfØ;k dj losaQxsA
3- okrkZyki] dgkuh] Hkk"k.k] ppkZ&ifjppkZ vkfn osQ osaQnzh; fcUnqvksa

dks le>dj mu ij ekSf[kd ,oa fyf[kr :i esa vius fopkj
O;Dr dj losaQxsA

4- ǹ'; ,oa JO; ekè;eksa dh lkefxz;ksa (i=k&if=kdk,a] cky&lkfgR;]
nwjn'kZu] dEI;wVj] tufgr dk;ZØe ukVd] flusek] Hkk"k.k]
ifjppkZ vkfn) dks i<+dj] ns[kdj] lqudj ml ij LorU=k o
lgt vius fopkj ekSf[kd vkSj fyf[kr :i esa vfHkO;Dr
dj losaQxsA

5- fofHkUu lkfgfR;d fo/kvksa vkSj Kku ls lEcfU/r vU;
fo"k;ksa dh le> dk fodkl dj losaQxsA

6- fy[krs le; ?kVukvksa osQ Øe dks è;ku esa j[kdj fy[k
losaQxsA

7- i<+h ns[kh lquh fo"k; oLrq rFkk ikB~; lkexzh esa ?kfVr
?kVukvksa osQ chp rkfoZQd lEcU/ LFkkfir dj losaQxsA

(2) Øe la[;k] dkS'ky] 8- lkoZtfud LFkkuksa ij lquh] ns[kh] ?kVuk] esyk [ksy] vkfn dks
vius 'kCnksa esa vfHkO;Dr dj losaQxsA
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9- Hkk"kk dh ckjhdh vkSj lkSan;Z cks/ dks oSKkfud le>us dk
iz;kl dj losaQxsA

10- fdlh ikB dks ljljh rkSj ij ns[kdj mldh fo"k; oLrq dk
irk yxus osQ dkS'ky dk fodkl vkSj fdlh fo'ks"k fcUnq vks
[kks”kus osQ fy, ikB dh ckjh dh ls tk¡p djus dh {kerk dk
fodkl dj losaQxsA

11- fofHkUu fo"k; {ks=kksa ls lEcfU/r 'kCnkoyh] eqgkojs] yksosQfDr;ksa
vkSj dgkorksa dk jpukRed iz;ksx djus dh {kerk dk fodkl
dj losaQxsA

12- vkSipkfjd rFkk vukSipkfjd i=k fy[kus dh ;ksX;rk dk
fodkl dj losaQxsA

13- i<+s gq, lekpkjksa osQ vk/kj ij viuh izfrfØ;k Lo:i
lEiknd dks i=k fy[k losaQxsA ,d ftEesnkj ukxfjd dh rjg
lkekftd eqíksa] leL;kvksa osQ fuokj.k lEcU/h vius fopkj
i=k&if=kdkvksa esa fy[kus dk iz;kl dj losaQxsA

14- LokfHkeku vkSj vkRe&fuHkZjrk dh Hkkouk osQ lkFk vkilh
lg;ksx vkSj rkyesy ls fu.kZ; ysus dh {kerk dk fodkl dj
losaQxsA

15- fofHkUu fo"k;ksa dykvksa ls lEcfU/r] ikB~; lkexzh (fgUnh
Hkk"kk) dks i<+dj ljkg losaQxs vkSj mudh Hkkf"kd iz;qfDr;ksa
dk iz;ksx djrs gq, fy[k losaQxsA

O;kdj.k rFkk Hkk"kk iz;ksx
1- O;kdj.k osQ lkekU; fu;eksa dk mfpr vuqiz;ksx djus dh ;ksX;rk dk fodkl djukA
2- ewy 'kCnksa esa milxZ vkSj izR;; tksM+dj 'kCn fuekZ.k djus dh ;ksX;rk dk fodkl djukA
3- vkSipkfjd rFkk vukSipkfjd ek=kk dks lkFkZd izHkkoiw.kZ rFkk O;kdj.klEer vuqiz;ksx djus dks ;ksX;rk

dk fodkl djukA
4- Hkk"kk iz;ksx esa eqgkojs gkl&ifjgkl vkfn dk vko';drkuqlkj iz;ksx djus dh {kerk dk fodkl

djukA
5- okD; esa ^us* osQ iz;ksx dk fØ;k :i ij izHkko
6- deZ osQ vk/kj ij fØ;k osQ Hksnksa dh igpku o iz;ksx
7- okD; osQ izdkj vkSj okD; ifjorZuA
ikB;Øe dk fooj.k
fo|kFkhZ esa lquuk] cksyuk i<+uk vkSj fy[kuk dkS'ky dk fodkl djus osQ fy, fuEufyf[kr lkexzh iznku dh
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tk jgh gS&
i<+us&i<+kus dh izfØ;k esa Hkk"kk&f'k{k.k osQ pkjksa dkS'kyksa dks la;qDr :i esa ns[kk tkuk pkfg,A fdUrq ewY;kadu
dh lqfo/k osQ fy, buosQ vyx&vyx y{; fxuk, x, gSaA
lquuk vkSj cksyuk

le; 18 ?kaVs
y{;
bl bdkbZ dk y{; f'k{kkfFkZ;ksa esa Hkk"kk lquus vkSj cksyus osQ dkS'ky dks fodflr djus ls lacaf/r fo'ks"k
tkudkjh nsuk gS ftlls os nSfud thou esa csgrj rjhosQ ls nwljksa dh ckrksa dks le> losaQ vkSj vius eu
dh ckr nwljksa rd igq¡pk losaQA blosQ fy, lquuk vkSj cksyuk dkS'ky ij vk/kfjr ,d JO; oSQlsV rS;kj
fd;k tk,xk ftlosQ lkFk ,d vH;kl iqfLrdk Hkh gksxhA
i<+uk

le; 76 ?kaVs
y{;
bl bdkbZ dk y{; fo|kfFkZ;ksa esa iBu dkS'ky dk fodkl djus osQ mís'; ls dkO; rFkk x| ls lacaf/r
fofo/ izdkj dh lkexzh iznku dh tk jgh gS ftlesa oqQN dfork,¡] oqQN ys[k rFkk oqQN dgkfu;k¡ gSaA ;g
lHkh lkexzh O;kogkfjd Kku&o`f¼ osQ lkFk&lkFk lkfgR; osQ fofo/ :iksa osQ iBu osQ izfr Hkh #>ku iSnk
djus esa enn iznku djsxhA
i<+uk dkS'ky dh laizkfIr osQ fy, oqQN lkexzh pqudj iBu lkexzh osQ :i esa f'k{kkfFkZ;ksa dks miyC/ djkbZ
tk,xhA ;g vis{kk dh tkrh gS fd ;g lkexzh ,d vksj rks Hkkf"kd oqQ'kyrkvksa esa n{krk izkfIr esa lgk;d
gksxh vkSj nwljh vksj fganh lkfgR; dh oqQN fo/kvksa dh lkekU; tkudkjh vkSj muosQ i<+us osQ izfr #>ku
iSnk djus esa lgk;d gksxhA izLrkfor ikB~;Øe esa izLrqr dh tkus okyh iBu&lkexzh dh :ijs[kk bl izdkj
gS&
dfork,¡& yxHkx ik¡p dfork,¡ ftuesa oqQN jpuk,¡ eè;;qxhu dfo;ksa dks gksxh vkSj 'ks"k [kM+h cksyha fganh
dhA
x|&x| [k.M esa jkspd dgkfu;k¡ vf/d gkasxhA yxHkx ckjg x| ikBksa esa Ng dgkfu;k¡ vkSj 'ks"k thouh
laLej.k] laokn] fuca/] ;k=kk fooj.k vkfn gksaxsA ikBksa dh fo"k; oLrq vke thou ls lacaf/r gksxh vkSj muesa
ijks{k:i ls jk"Vªh; ikB~;p;kZ osQ izeq[k fcanqvksa dk è;ku j[kk tk,xkA
fy[kuk

le; 50 ?kaVs
fy[kuk Hkk"kk dk lcls vf/d O;kogkfjd i{k gSA tks ckr ge dg ugha ldrs ;k dguk ugha pkgrs mls
fy[k dj nwljs O;fDr rd igq¡pk ldrs gSaA bl dkS'ky dk fodkl djus osQ y{; dks è;ku esa j[krs gq,
bl ikB~;Øe esa ys[ku laca/h lkekU; O;kogkfjd Kku tSls&ys[ku osQ lkekU; fu;e vuqPNsn ys[ku vkSj
Hkko iYyou rFkk izeq[k izdkj osQ i=k vkSj fuca/ j[ks x, gSa tks bl izdkj gSaA
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fy[kus dh dyk
vuqPNsn ys[ku
dFkk iYyou
Hkko iYyou
fo"k; dk pquko dj
Lora=k vfHkO;Dr

i=k ys[ku
vkSipkfjd & izkFkZuk&i=k f'kdk;rh rFkk lq>ko i=k
vukSipkfjd i=k & ?kjsyw i=k (ekrk&firk HkkbZ&cfgu] fe=k vkfn)] y?kq vk;kstu osQ fy, fuea=k.k

i=k rFkk /U;okn i=k
O;kdj.k rFkk Hkk"kk iz;ksx

le; 36 ?kaVs
y{;
O;kogkfjd O;kdj.k rFkk Hkk"kk iz;ksx Hkk"kk dk vfHkUu vax gSA ljyrk vkSj O;kogkfjd iz;ksx dks è;ku esa
j[krs gq, ;gk¡ fganh&O;kdj.k osQ izeq[k fcanqvksa dks x| osQ ikBksa esa lekfgr fd;k x;k gS vkSj lanHkZ vkus
ij fcanqvksa dks le>k;k x;k gSA blosQ fu/kZfjr fcanq bl izdkj gSa&

orZuh vkSj mPpkj.k
'kCn&en&& i;kZ;okph foykse] vusd 'kCnksa osQ fy, ,d 'kCn] vusdkFkhZa
'kCn fuekZ.k&& laf/ lekl (lkekU; ifjp;)] milxZ rFkk izR;;
inca/&&laKk] loZuke fo'ks"k.k fØ;k vO;; dh igpku
okD;&lajpuk&&:ikarj.k] fojke&fpUg vkfn dk iz;ksx
eqgkojs] yksdksfDr;k¡] dgkorsa (bu lHkh fcanqvksa dk ikBksa osQ vk/kj ij O;kogkfjd O;kdj.k osQ :i esa
vH;kl djk;k tk,)
ijh{kk ;kstuk
fganh fo"k; osQ ewY;kadu osQ fy, oqQy 100 vad dh ijh{kk gksxh ftldk fooj.k bl izdkj gS&

ekSf[kd ijh{kk && 10 vad
fyf[kr ijh{kk (Hkkx&1) (oLrqfu"B) && 20 vad
fyf[kr ijh{kk (Hkkx&2) && 70 vad
oqQy ;ksx && 100 vad

lquuk rFkk cksyuk dkS'ky dk ewY;kadu ekSf[kd ijh{kk }kjk fd;k tk,xkA lquuk&cksyuk dk ijh{k.k vè;;u
osaQnz ij gksxkA ;g nks Hkkxksa esa lEiUu dh tk,xh&& lquuk dkS'ky osQ fy, ijh{kkfFkZ;ksa dks lkewfgd :i ls
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VsifjdkMZj ;k okpd }kjk fu/kZfjr va'k lquk mu ij vk/kfjr cks/ iz'uksa osQ mÙkj iwNs tk;saxsA
cksyuk dkS'ky dk ijh{k.k ,dy fof/ ls gksxkA
i<+uk rFkk fy[kuk dkS'ky dk ewY;kadu fyf[kr ijh{kk }kjk gksxkA fo"k; dh fyf[kr ijh{kk eq[;r% nks Hkkxksa
esa gksxh&

fyf[kr ijh{kk (Hkkx 1)
;g iz'u&i=k oqQy 20 vad dk gksxk rFkk blesa ,d&,d vad osQ oqQy 20 oLrqfu"B iz'u gksaxsA bl

iz'u&i=k dks gy djus osQ fy, oqQy 30 feuV dk le; fn;k tk,xkA
fyf[kr ijh{kk (Hkkx 2)
fyf[kr ijh{kk& bl Hkkx esa f'k{kkFkhZ dh iBu rFkk ys[ku dh oqQ'kyrk dk ewY;kdu fd;k tk,xkA blosQ
fy, 70 fu/kZfjr fd, x, gSa rFkk le; nks ?kaVs gSA
vad forj.k

ewY;kadu bdkbZ vad&forj.k
en fyf[kr ijh{kk ekSf[kd ijh{kk oLrqfu"B ijh{kk

1- lquuk
2- cksyuk 05
3- i<+uk 05

dfork&Hkko xzg.k 05
&ljkguk vFkok lkSan;Z 05 05
x|k'kksa ij Kku vkSj 22 05

4- O;kdj.k cks/ iz'u (Hkk"kk iz;ksx) 10 09
5- jpukRed ys[ku

dFkk iYyou 06
vuqPNs ys[ku 06
Hkko iYyou 04
i=k 07
Lora=k vfHkO;fDr (fuca/) 05 01
oqQy mi ;ksx 70 10 20
oqQy ;ksx 100
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OPEN BASIC EDUCATION – CURRICULUM

SUB-MATHEMATICS

( LEVEL 'C')
1. Number System

1. Recapitulation of numbers and their properties of operations learnt earlier

2. Introduction to the sense of largeness and approximation of large numbers

2. Factors, Multiples and Prime Numbers

1. Concepts of factor and multiple of a number

2. Prime and composite numbers

3. Even and odd numbers

4. Common factors and common multiples, coprime numbers, concepts of HCF and LCM and
relationship between HCF and LCM

5. Prime factorisation and finding HCF and LCM through prime factorisation

6. HCF and LCM by Division Method

7. Divisibility rules by 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11 and properties of divisibility (e.g. If each of
two numbers is divisible by a certain given number, then their sum as well as difference is also
divisible by that number, etc.)

8. Validity and use of the result HCF × LCM =  Product of two numbers

9. Use of HCF and LCM in simplification of fractions and operations on fractions

10. Word Problems based on HCF and LCM.

3. Integers
1. Need of integers; introduction by a pattern; absolute value of an integer

2. Representation of integers on the number line

3. Ordering of integers using symbols < or >;

4. Operations on integers and their properties

4. Rational Numbers

1. Introduction to rational numbers (with representation on number line)

2. Operations on rational numbers (all operations)
3. Properties of rational numbers (using general form of expression to describe properties  e.g. a

+ b = b + a, etc)

4.  To understand that infinitely many rational numbers lie between any two given rational numbers
5. Simplification of Expressions involving rational numbers

6. Word problems based on rational numbers
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5. Exponents and Powers
1. Introduction (exponents as natural numbers and integers only)

2. Laws of exponents [am × an = am+n, am ÷ an =  am–n, (am)n = amn, where m and n are integers and
a° = 1]

6. Squares, Square roots, Cubes, Cube roots

1. Squares and square roots

2. Square roots using both factor and division methods [upto two decimal places only]

3. Cubes and cube roots

4. Cube roots (by factor method only) of perfect cubic numbers

5. Estimating square roots and cube roots

7. Introduction to Algebra
1. Introduction to literal numbers, variables and coefficients

2. Exressions and Terms (monomial, binomial, trinomial, etc.) of expressions

3. Like and unlike terms

4. Degree of an expression (exponent ≤  3); value of an expression for a given value of unknown

5. Addition and subtraction of algebraic expressions

6. Multiplication and division of algebraic expressions (coefficients should be integers only and
exponents of coefficients/variables to be whole numbers only)

7. Identities (formulae)

(i) (a ± b)2 = a2 + b2 ± 2ab
(ii) a2 – b2 = (a + b) (a – b)

(iii) x2 + (a + b)x + ab = (x + a)(x + b)

8. Factorisation (simple cases only)

(i) ax ± ay = a(x ± y)

(ii) Based on identities given in item No. 7 stated above

8. Simple Linear Equations in One Variable

1. Introduction to linear equations (through contextual problems)
2. Distinciton between equality and equation

3. Solution of linear equations

4. Method of solving linear equations

5. Simple word problems based on linear equations

9. Ratio and Proportion

1. Concept of ratio

2. Proportion: as equality of two ratios
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3. Property of proportion; Product of means equals the product of extremes
4. Mean and third proportionals of two given numbers

5. Variation – direct and inverse

6. Unitary Method

7. Word problems based on unitary method and direct and inverse variations (Time and work,
work and wages, pipes and cisterns, time and distance, etc.)

10. Percentage and Its Application

1. Meaning of a per cent, percentage

2. Converting fractions, decimals, ratios, etc. into per cents and vice versa

3. Simple problems based on percentage (on Population, Area, etc.)

4. Application of per cents to profit and loss and discount-word problems
11. Simple and Compound Interest

1. Concepts of simple and compound interests

2. Related terms - Principal, Rate, Time,  Amount, Interest

3. Distinction between simple and compound interests

4. Given any three of Principal, Rate, Time and Simple Interest, to calculate the fourth and the
Amount

5. Arriving at the formula for compound interest through patterns

6. Calculating compound interest compounded yearly upto 3 years or half-yearly upto 3 steps
only

7. Word problems from everyday life (Rate of growth, Banking, etc.)

12. Basic Geometrical Concepts

1. Concepts of point, line, plane, line-segment and ray

2. Open and closed figures, interior and exterior of closed figures
3. Properties of lines in a plane

4. Collinear points and concurrent lines

13. Lines and Angles

1. Concept of an angle, arms (sides), vertex, measure, acute, obtuse, right, straight, reflex, zero
and complete

2. Pairs of lines : (i) intersecting lines (ii) perpendicular lines (iii) parallel lines

3. Pairs of angles : (i) linear (ii) complementary (iii) supplementary (iv) adjacent (v) vertically
opposite (vi) alternate (vii) corresponding

4. Properties of parallel lines (alternate angles, corresponding angles, interior angles, exterior angles,
etc.)

14. Triangles
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1. Triangles – vertices, sides, angles, interior, exterior, exterior angle, altitude, median
2. Types : isosceles, equilateral, scalene, acute, right, obtuse

3. Properties (i) Sum of three angles equals 180º

(ii) Exterior angle equals the sum of two opposite interior angles

(iii) The sum of two sides of a triangle is greater than its third side

(iv) In a right ∆ ABC right angled at B, AB2 + BC2 = AC2 (Pythagoras
Theorem)

(v) Isosceles triangle property

4. Concept of congruence and criteria of congruence of two triangles.

Experimental verifications only

15. Quadrilaterals
1. Concept, sides, vertices, angles, diagonals, adjacent sides, opposite sides, interior, exterior

2. Types of quadrilaterals : Parallelogram, Rhombus, Rectangle, Square, Trapezium, Kite

3. Properties of various types of quadrilaterals (experimental verifications only)

16. Circles

1. Concepts : circle, centre, radius, diameter, arc, chord, circumference, semi circle, segment,
sector, interior, exterior

2. Properties : (i) Angle in a semi-circle is a right angle

(ii) Diameter is the largest chord of a circle

(iii) Greater chord is nearer the centre

Experimental verifications only
17. Introduction to co-ordinate Geometry

1. Concepts of axes, cartesion plane

2. Plotting of points

3. Drawing various graphs - time - distance graph, interest - time graph, etc.

4. Reading and interpreting various graphs

18. Symmetry

1. Concept

2. Identification of symmetrical and non-symmetrical figures
3. Axis (axes) of symmetry

4. Identification of figures having

(i) only one line of symmetry

(ii) only two lines of symmetry

(iii) more than two lines of symmetry
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19. Constructions
1. Angle of a given measure with a protractor

2. Angles of 60°, 45°, 90°, 120° with a ruler and compass only

3. Right bisector of a line-segment

4. Lines parallel to a given line

5. Perpendicular to a given line from a point

(i) on the line

(ii) outside the line

6. Bisector of an angle
7. Construction of triangles (SSS, SAS, ASA, right triangle)

8. Construction of quadrilaterals given

(i) four sides and one diagonal

(ii) three sides and two diagonals

(iii) three sides and two included angles

(iv) two adjacent sides and three angles

9. Construction of a circle with a given
(i) radius

(ii) diameter

20. Mensuration

1. Concepts of perimeter, area and volume

2. finding perimeters of various figures for given measures

3. Perimeters of rectangles and squares using formulae

4. Perimeter of a circle (circumference) using 2πr  when its radius or diameter is given

5. Area of a square, rectangle, triangle (including Hero's Formula), parallelogram, trapezium,
circle

6. Volume of a cube and a cuboid
7. Surface area of a cube and a cuboid

21. Data Handling

1. To draw a bar graph for a given data

2. To interpret a given bar graph

3. To find mean of ungrouped data [mean = 1 2 3 ...+ + + + n

x x x x
n ]

4. To find median of ungrouped data arranged in ascending order only having
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(i) odd number of observations
(ii) even number of observations

5. To find mode (observation having highest frequency) of a given data

6. To draw pie charts for simple data only

7. To give feel of probability using data through experiments like tossing coins, dice, etc.
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OPEN BASIC EDUCATION – CURRICULUM
Sub–Science
Level – 'C'

Rationale
To know about nature and natural phenomena is normal human instinct. Young children possess an
inquiring attitude. They try to pick up objects and view them carefully or observe the common phenomena
and events occurring around them with much curiosity. They ask questions which may sound trivial but
often they may be highly complex and intelligent. The questions are sometimes answered correctly,
sometimes wrongly due to ignorance or preconceived unscientific notions. or sometimes not answered
at all. Thus there is a need for dissemination of science and for developing the scientific attitude from as
early a stage as possible.

The present syllabus in science has been specially designed to cater to the needs of learners at Upper
Primary stage. This course aims at teaching the learner what Science is and help him know the scientific
principles that abound all over. The emphasis throughout the syllabus is to familiarise the learners with
practically all facets of nature around them and even what goes on inside their own bodies.

The basic objective of teaching science is to enable the learner to

(a) explain the meaning of science and appreciate the manner in which the nature functions;

(b) familiarise the learner with various facets of science and the role it plays in human welfare:

(c) appreciate the diversity in the living world as also inter-relation between various living forms;

(d) acquire scientific attitude and temper and inculcate in the learner. the skill of keen observation
and rational thinking; and

(e) motivate the learners to apply scientific methods in their day-to-day activities.

The approach adopted here aims to train the learners and find solution thereof. Simultaneously, the
learners will be motivated to perform simple experiments and link the results of their experiments and
come to a logical conclusion.

Course Content

The syllabus has been divided into seven modules as given

Module Marks
1. The Nature in General 14

2. Matter and Material 15

3. Changes Around Us 14

4. Motion and Force 12

5. Energy 15

6. Life Processes 16

7. Better Living 14

Total 100
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Module-1 The Nature in General
Study Time : 30 hours

Approach

The purpose of this module is to develop an understanding of nature in general, the scientific principles
involved and to develop a scientific approach in the natural happenings. It also aims to help the learner
realise the importance of natural resources in our life and one's role in proper management and
conservation of natural resources.

Contents

Unit 1.1 Exploring Nature
What is nature; natural resources meaning, resources-man made and natural. types of natural resources
(renewable and non-renewable, living and non-living,); balance in nature, interdependence of plants
and animals, judicious use of resources.

Learning Outcomes

After studying this unit the learner should be able to
l explain the meaning of nature and cite examples

l explain the term resource and list various natural resources

l distinguish between natural and man-made resources

l classify natural resources as renewable and non-renewable and living and non-living

l explain the interdependence of plants and animals, justify the need for balance in nature with

l suitable example and one's role in maintaining it

l argue in favour of judicious management and conservation of natural resources.
Unit 1.2 Air

Presence of air around us and its importance for living, composition of air with importance of each
constituent: humidity; air pollution –  air pollutants, sources and hazards of air pollution; our role in
preventing air pollution (Including incidences such as Bhopal gas tragedy, fire crackers, cutting of trees,
burning of leaves, generators etc.)

Learning Outcomes

After studying this unit the learner should be able to

l demonstrate the presence of air around us through suitable experiments
l give composition of air and explain the importance of its each constituent

l explain the humidity and relate it with weather

l define air pollution

l list common air pollutants and their sources

l enumerate the hazards of air pollution

l suggest ways of preventing air pollution.
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Unit 1.3 Water
Water as an essential component for life, sources and states of water, properties of water, composition
of water, hard and soft water; purification of drinking water, water cycle, water.

Learning Outcomes
After studying this unit the learner should be able to :

l explain with reasons that water is essential for life

l list various sources of water

l give properties of water

l distinguish between hard and soft water

l explain various methods to obtain potable water

l explain water cycle with the help of a diagram
l list the common water pollutants and their sources

l list hazards of water pollution

l suggest methods of preventing water pollution

l justify the need for proper management of water

l suggest methods to conserve water.

Unit 1.4 Soil

Soil as a natural resource formation of soil, soil profile, contents of soil mineral and biotic; soil pollution
and its pollutants, measures to prevent soil pollution; soil erosion, soil conservation.

Learning Outcomes

After studying this unit the learner should be able to
l describe soil as a natural resource

l describe formation of soil

l illustrate soil profile, diagrammatically

l list various types of soils

l differentiate between biotic and abiotic components of soil

l define soil erosion and give its causes

l indicate various sources of soil-pollution

l suggest measures to prevent soil-pollution
l emphasise the need for soil-conservation

Unit 1.5 Forests

Forests - importance of forests, deforestation-reasons and its impact conservation and aforestation
reforestation, importance of wild life, its conservation.

Learning Outcomes
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After studying this unit the learner should be able to
l explain what a forest is and its importance

l classify forests into different types

l list important forest products

l give reasons of deforestation and its impact on nature.

l justify the need for conservation of forests, reforestation, aforestation and social forestry

l emphasise the importance of wild life in nature

l differentiate between pets, domesticated and wild animals

l relate depletion of wild life with deforestation
l suggest methods of conservation of wild life

Module 2: Matter and Materials

Study Time : 30 hours

Approach

The purpose of this module is to highlight the existence of different forms of matter and their importance
in our life.

Unit 2.1 Matter Around Us

After studying this unit the learner should be able to :

l define matter with examples

l classify matter properties
l demonstrate that the three states of matter are inter-convertible

l state characteristics of elements, compound sand mixture, with examples

l define atom and molecule and explain how the atom is the smallest stable particle of an element

l explain valency with examples

l write the formulae of a few chemical compounds used in daily life

l recognise the need and different ways of separation of substance from mixture

l establish relationship between the type of constituents to be separated and the method of separation
employed

Matter and its states (solid, liquid. gas), Inter conversion of different states of matter: Properties of
matter; classification of matter into elements. compounds and mixture and their and properties: atoms
and molecules, symbols of common elements: simple chemical equations is separation of substances.
common methods of separation-hand picking, winnowing, sieving, magnetic separation. decantation,
sedimentation. loading filtration. evaporation. sublimation, distillation.

Unit 2.2 Acids, Bases and Salts

Acid and bases –  properties of acids and bases with examples; salts – formation of common salts.
Uses of acids, bases and salts.
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Learning Outcomes
After studying this unit the learner should be able to

l define acids, bases and salts with common examples

l list properties of acids and bases, and relate them with the formation of salts

l name common salts and mention their uses

l recognise presence of acids, bases and salts in items of everyday use

Unit 2.3 Carbon and its compounds

Existence of carbon in the biosphere. materials rich in carbon – charcoal. coke, carbon black and their
uses; forms of carbon – graphite and diamond, their properties and uses; carbon compounds – carbon
dioxide and carbon monoxide; their properties and uses.

Learning Outcomes

After studying this unit the learner should be able to

l recall carbon as an element and recognise its presence in nature

l name materials rich in carbon such as charcoal, coal, carbon black and mention their uses
l distinguish between the two forms of carbon - graphite and diamond on the basis of their properties

l explain the uses of graphite and diamond

l list uses of carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide.

Unit 2.4 Fuels

Types of fuels - fire wood. cow dung, coal. agriculture waste bio-gas, petroleum; petroleum formation
petroleum products; LPG: properties of each of the compounds listed and their uses, CNG.

Learning Outcomes

After studying this unit the learner should be able to

l explain the term fuel with examples

l recognise the necessity of fuel in everyday life
l compare different types of fuels

l give an elementary idea of formation of petroleum

l name some common petroleum products and mention their properties and uses

l suggest measures for conservation of fuel

Unit 2.5 Materials We Use

Classification of materials-natural and man-made with examples: minerals their properties and uses.
classification of minerals with example. mineral wealth of India; metallic minerals (ores), properties of
metals and non-metals, uses of metals, conductors and non-conductors, uses of metals (iron.copper
aluminum); alloys-their properties and uses, Man-made materials-needs and examples, glass, synthetic
fibre, polythene, detergents, soap, cement, fertilizers pesticides and their hazards; bio-degradability
Learning Outcomes
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After studying this unit the learner will be able to
l differentiate between material and object

l list examples of materials used in everyday life

l explain the meaning of minerals wiith examples

l list properties and uses of minerals

l appreciate the mineral wealth of India

l define ore with examples

l distinguish between metals and non-metals

l list uses of some common metals (Iron, Copper, Aluminum)
l define an alloy and list the properties and uses of alloys of zinc. copper, iron and aluminum

l relate depletion of naturally occurring materials with the effects on our life

l justify the need for substitution of naturally occurring materials with man-made materials

l list examples and uses of some man-made materials (synthetic fibres. polythene, soap, fertilizers
etc.)

l explain biodegradability

l enumerate the demerits of man-made materials (non-biodegradability)

Module 3: Changes Around Us Study Time : 24 hours

Approach

This module highlights that change is an intergral part of nature. Changes occur in various forms and can
be classified in a variety of ways.

Unit 3.1 Changes in Daily Life
Changes in daily life with example such as evaporation of water seasonal changes, curd preparation.
burning of candle. etc, classification of changes-slow and fast, periodic and non-periodic, reversible
and irreversible. physical and chemical changes with examples: mention  fermentation, rusting, curd
formation seasonal changes, formation of day and night, phases of moon as different catagories of
changes.

Learning Outcomes

After studying this unit the learner should be able to

l list a number of changes occurring around us and classify them into natural changes (occurring by
themselves) and induced changes

l differentiate fast and slow change

l distinguish between periodic changes and non-periodic changes with examples

l differentiate between physical change and chemical change

l describe fermentation
Unit 3.2 Combustion
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Combusition (everyday experience of combustion), kinds of combustion-spontaneous, rapid and slow
combustion with examples; flame

Learning Outcomes

After studying this unit the learner should be able to
l explain combustion and cite its examples

l list the condition required for combustion

l differentiate between rapid and slow combustion, spontaneous and non-spontaneous combustion,
with examples

l explain that every combustion reaction requires certain temperature to ignite

Unit 3.3 Evolutionary Change

Evolution of life, from single to multicellular forms. extinction of dinosaurs. evolutionary change still in
progress

Learning Outcomes

After studying this unit the learner should be able to

l trace the evolution of life from single celled to multicellular organisms

l establish a close similarity between most animals and plants in their basic structure
l describe the importance of fossils in explaining evolution

l cite the example of dinosaurs as an evidence of evolutionary change

l explain that more complex forms including plants and animals had been evolving through the ages

Unit 3.4 Devastating Changes

Earthquake – causes and effects, volcano – causes and effects; cyclone – causes and effects; climatic
changes – drought and flood, causes and their effects; global warming: green house effect: disaster
management. precautionary measures to be taken during natural disasters.

Learning Outcomes

After studying this unit the learner should be able to

l differentiate between normal and devastating change with examples

l list a few earthquakes in the recent past in India

l describe the kind and extent of damages due to earthquake

l name the instrument used to measure the intensity of earthquake
l relate intensity of earthquake with the damages it causes

l describe the common causes of earthquake

l suggest precautionary measures of be adopted during earthquake

l describe a volcano

l explain the causes and effects of volcano

¡ show the relationship between distribution of volcano and earthquake-belts on the world map
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¡ explain the causes of occurrence of a cyclone
¡ give examples of cyclones in India in recent years

¡ dist the kind of damges that can be caused by cyclones

¡ suggest precautionary measures to be adopted during cyclone

¡ describe the damage caused by drought

¡ suggest precautionary measures to be adopted during drought

¡ give common causes of flood and damages it causes

¡ suggest precautionary measures to be adopted during floods

¡ explain floods
¡ explain global warming and give its effects

¡ suggest precautionary measures to prevent global warming.

Module 4: Motion and Force

Study Time : 18 hours

Approach

The aim of this module is to highlight the various aspects of motion and force as they occur in nature and
as required and applied by human beings for their requirements.

Unit 4.1 Motion – Causes, Kinds and Measurement

Motion, Types of motion, displacement and distance, SI units (length, time, speed, mass, volume);
force, effects of force; friction; laws of motion; gravitational force and weight.

Learning Outcomes

After studying this unit, the learner should be able to:
l explain motion and rest with examples

l explain various types of motion such as linear, periodic with their examples

l distinguish between distance and displacement with the help of common examples

l define measurement

l justify the need for use of Standard International units of measurement

l measure volume of irregular objects

l state and explain the unit of distance i.e. length

l describe time and its units
l establish relationship between distance and time for moving objects

l define speed and give its unit

l explain the cause of motion i.e. forces

l describe different types of force

l define weight and mass and give their units
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l distinguish between weight and mass
l explain three laws of motion and their uses in day-to-day activities

l list the advantages and disadvantages of friction

l describe the effects of gravitational force.

Unit 4.2 Simple Machines

Simple machines - lever, pulley, wheel inclined plane with examples

Learning Outcomes

After studying this unit the learner should be able to

l state various types of simple machines and their uses
l explain how machines work

l classify lever and describe their action

l give examples of different types of lever

l describe applications of lever

Unit 4.3 Pressure

Pressure, atmospheric pressure, thrust direction of pressure; vacuum with example from daily life.
buoyancy, Archimedes Principle – floating of bodies.

Learning Outcomes

After studying this unit the learner should be able to

l explain pressure with examples
l demonstrate the atmospheric pressure with experiments

l establish relationship between the speed of fluids and the pressure

l distinguish pressure, force and thrust with example of each

l explain buoyancy

l state applications of Archimedes principle

l recognise the importance of vacuum giving examples such as vacuum cleaner, holding an object
by creating vacuum.

Module 5: Energy

Stydy Time : 24 hours

Approach
This module highlights the importance of energy in our daily life. It also emphasises upon the recongnition
of various forms of energy available and its economic utilisation and management.
Unit 5.1 What is Energy

Energy, SI unit of energy, different forms of energy, sources of energy (Conventional and non-
converntional), alternate sources of energy – wind mill, bio-ga. solar energy Sun as the ultimate source
of energy: principle of conservation of energy.
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Learning Outcomes
After studying this unit the learner should be able to:

l explain energy

l list various forms of energy giving examples

l state different units of energy

l list different sources of energy in nature

l classify different sources of energy into conventional and non-conventional sources

l emphasise the need of non-conventional sources of energy

l argue that Sun is the ultimate source of energy
l justify the need for proper management and conservation of energy

Unit 5.2 Mechanical Energy and Heat

Mechanical energy, kinetic and potential energy, with examples, inter conversion of energy; heat energy,
its SI unit; temperature – its measurement; different types of thermometers; melting, freezing and boiling
points, expansion of solid, liquids and gases due to heat; conduction, convection and radiation; effects
of heat and radiation in our daily life; solar heat relative to distance from Sun.

Learning Outcomes
After studying this unit the learner should be able to

l explain mechanical energy with examples

l list various forms of mechanical energy

l differentiate between kinetic and potential energy, giving examples

l explain inter-conversion between different forms of energy

l explain heat as energy and give its unit

l explain temperature and units for its measurement

l handle and read thermometers
l differentiate between boiling point and melting point of a substance

l explain that heat can cause expansion of solid, liquid and gas

l state the mode of transmission of heat energy

l identify the effects of heat and radiation in our life

l give reasons for unequal distribution of Sun's energy on earth.

Unit 5.3 Light and Sound

Sources of light – luminous and non-luminous objects: transparent: translucent and opaque; path of
light, speed of light, shadows: eclipses – lunar and solar eclipse, safety measures during eclipse; reflection
and refraction of light: types of lenses and their uses; structure of the eye, defects of vision: sound
production. and vibration, sound speed, noise pollution.

Learning Outcomes
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After studying this unit the learner should be able to
l list various sources of light

l classify sources of light as luminous and non-luminous with examples

l distinguish among transparent, translucent and opaque objects and cite examples of each of
these

l demonstrate that light travels in straight line

l demonstrate shadows and co-relate them with the eclipse

l differentiate between lunar and solar eclipses

l explain safety measures to be adopted during solar eclipse

l demonstrate and list the properties of light such as reflection and refraction of light

l list various types of lenses and their uses
l draw and explain the structure of eye

l give reason for proper care of eye

l describe sound as an energy with examples

l explain that vibrations cause sound

l demonstrate that some medium is required for sound to travel

l give various characteristics of sound

l list various uses of sound by humans and animals

l recognise that any sound which is intolerable is noise pollution.
Unit 5.4 Electricity and Magnetism

Static electricity; electric charges (positive and negative) and attraction and repulsion between them);
electric conductors and insulators; Atmospheric electricity lightning and thunder, dry cell, electric current,
risks of electric current and safety precautions – fuse wire.

Magnets – properties, attraction and repulsion (North and South poles); magnetic compass, magnetic
field of the earth, electromagnets.

Learning Outcomes
After studying this unit the learner should be able to

l explain static electricity with examples, differentiate between positive and negative charge and
attraction and repulstion between them

l give reasons for lightning in the sky

l explain the transmission of electricity with examples

l mention sources of electric current, dry cell and electric generator

l distinguish between the electric current in a cell and the household electricity

l list the possible hazards due to mishandling of electric current and suggest the precautionary
measures.
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l recognise the need of earth wire and fuse wire in electric circuits.
l state the importance of electricity in our daily life and the need for its proper management

l define magnetism and give properties of a magnet

l explaint that the earth is a giant magnet

l list uses of magnet (magnetic compass) locate direction separation of an element from mixture
etc.)

l explain electromagnetism and its applications

Module 6: Life Processes

Stydy Time: 30 hours

Approach

This module is aimed at providing a general idea of diversity in the living world and acquainting the
learner with broad aspects of various life processes essential for survival. maintenance and continuance
of life. The learner will also have the knowledge of body organisation related to these processes.

Unit 6.1 The living World

Diversity of life, unity in common characteristics in living organism (exchange of material with environment,
use of energy by organisms; composition of body cell /cells. reproduction. definite life span); classification:
similarity and differences among the living forms; bacteria and single-celled organisms: fungi; plants and
animals; role of energy in the life processes.

Learning Outcomes

After studying this unit the learner should be able to

l differentiate between living and non-living

l Identify the vast variety of living beings (from mosses to plants, from ants to elephants etc.)

l list similarities and differences among living forms

l classify various living forms into five major groups (bacteria algae fungi, plants and animals)
l expiain the role of energy in the life process (producers/consumers/decomposers)

Unit 6.2 Living Beings – Structure and Functions

Parts of the single-celled organisms. their relationship with the functions of the body, multi-cellular
organisms (structure of the fungi, plant parts – root, stem, leaves, flower, fruit and seed; animal-diversity
in external forms).
Learning Outcomes

After studying this unit the learner should be able to

l illustrate the general structure of a single-celled organism (Amoeba and Chlamydomonas)

l draw and lable the structure of a fungus like bread mould

l list various parts of plant

l identify various body outline in animals (sponge, scorpion, butterfly, fish bird, elephant).
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Unit 6.3 Functions of the Plant Body
Food formation by plants – autotrophs, heterotrophs, saprotrophs and parasites; insectivorous plants:
photosynthesis; translocation (ascent of sap, movement of nutrients); respiration; removal of wastes
(gum and resins); growth; reproduction pollination and fertilization; dispersal of seed.

Learning Outcomes

After studying this unit the learner should be able to
l explain that the plants are able to produce their own food with the help of CO2 and H2O in the

presence of sun-light

l classify plants into autotrophs, saprotrophs, parasites and insectivorous plants with examples.
l explain the process of ascent of sap from the roots to the upper parts of the plant

l describe the movement of food manufactured in the leaves to the other parts of the plant

l explain that plants also respire

l explain that plants also excrete certain products from their body such as water. gum and resins

l relate growth in plants to the increase in plant substance

l explain various methods by which plants produce their own kinds, increase their number and
maintain their race

l list the ways of dispersal of seeds in plants.

Unit 6.4 Working of the Human Body-I

Organs and processes of movement nutrition, respiration, circulation.
Learning Outcomes

After studying this unit the learner should be able to:

l describe that the human body is a complicated machine with various sets of structures acting in a
co-ordinated manner

l list the systems in the body related to support and movement, nutrition, respiration, and transport
of materials

l describe the organs responsible for support and movement of the body (simple idea about skeleton
and muscle)

l differentiate between breathing and respiration

l describe the organs concerned with respiration

l list the organs concerned with circulation of body fluid

l draw the structure of heart and describe its working

l explain the importance of blood

Unit 6.5 Working of the Human Body-II

Organs and processes of - excretion, reproduction and co-ordination
Learning Outcomes
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After studying this unit the learner should be able to:
l explain urinary system giving a brief idea about urine formation and excretion

l describe the organs and working of male and female reproductive system

l describe the parts of the nervous system – brain, spinal cord and nerves (sensory and motor)

l indicate the complexity of brain and the high level of intelligence in humans

l list the sensory organs of humans and describe the functions of eyes and ears

Module 7: Better Living

Study Time : 24 hours

Approach
This module highlights the contribution of science towards physical, mental and social well being of
humans. It also aims at providing a glimpse of the life and contribution of some international and national
personalities in science.

Unit 7.1 Healthy Life

What is health; food and its constitutents – carbohydrates, fats, proteins. minerals. vitamins – sources
and their nutrient value; common deficiency disorders; obesity and its prevention; hygiene; diseases –
causes symptoms and prevention; immunization.

Learning Outcomes

After studying this unit the learner should be able to

l explain the advantages of healthy life
l explain the advantages of healthy life

l relate importance of food to healthy life list constituents of food – fats, carbohydrates, proteins,
minerals, vitamins etc.

l identify sources of various food constituents

l explain the concept of malnutrition, under-nutrition and over-nutrition

l list and identify dietary deficiency diseases, vitamin deficiency, PEM, mineral deficiency

l explain the concept of balanced diet and the use of five food groups

l explain obesity, give its reasons and the ways it can be prevented

l identify the need for personal and environmental hygiene

l develop various hygienic habits
l explain disease, giving examples, causes and symptoms of common diseases (fever, gastroenteritis,

cough and cold, jaundice, typhoid, water-borne disease, chicken pox, measles)
l suggest means for prevention of these diseases

l explain the meaning of immunization

l state the need and advantages of immunization

l explain the consequences of loss of immmunity
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Unit 7.2 Body Care
Healthy habits with respect to the care of teeth, eyes, ears, hair, nail and other parts of the body;
concept of early to bed early to rise makes a man healthy, wealthy and wise; balanced diet; cleanliness
of one's surroundings.

Learning Outcomes

After studying this unit the learner should be able to
l identify the need for care of every part of the body

l justify the need to establish healthy habits

l explain the need and methods of taking care of teeth, eyes, ears, hair nail and other parts of the
body

l identify the importance of healthy food habits

l list various behavioural patterns related to good food habits

l identify the need for adequate sleep and rest

l identify the need for cleanliness of surroundings

Unit 7.3 Plants and Food Production

Increasing population and food, Green revolution, improvement in agricultural practices – mechanised
farming better irrigation fertiliser, pest control, pesticides, weedicides; harvesting and storage; soil
management (crop rotation, multiple farming); improved varieties of crops; food preservation; food
pasteurisations. animal husbandry white revolution bule revolution poultry.

Learning Outcomes

After studying this unit the learner should be able to

l justify food as one of the primary needs of humans

l explain the need for increasing food production with the rising population

l list major steps towards producing more food
l explain Green revolution

l list the common practices for improving agriculture-yield

l describe the ways of providing better irrigation

l explain the meaning of white revolution and the need of increased milk production

l describe blue revolution

l describe the role of poultry in providing food, differentiate between fertiliser and manure

l explain the need for judicious use of fertilisers
l name the common pests of agricultural crops and methods of their control

l differentiate between pesticide and weedicide

l explain the need for proper harvesting and strorage

l describe the significance of crop rotation and multiple farming in soil management
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l list improved varieties of wheat, rice, a fruit (such as mango), a vegetable (such as tomato potato).
l explain the need for food preservation

l describe the conventional methods of food preservation.

l outline the steps in pasteurisation of milk

l differentiate between pasteurisation and strerilisation.

Unit 7.4 Communication

Communication in animals. means of communication-telephone. fax, television, computers, internet
and satellite, weather forecasting, natural and artificial satellite and their uses, communication in animals.

Learning Outcomes

After stydying this unit the learner should be able to

l explain communication in animals
l list various means of communication

l identify the progress in means of communication (information technology)

l construct a crude telephone

l explain various kinds of telephone and principle of working

l explain in simple terms the working of FAX and E-mail

l distinguish between the educational, information and entertainment value of television

l outline in simple terms the process of telecast of television

l list the use and convenience of calculators and computers
l explain in simple terms working of a computer

l appreciate the closeness brought about between all parts of the world by information technology

l explain what is a satellite and its working

l explain communication in animals

l explain in simple terms communication in honey-bees through specific dance postures and
formations.
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OPEN BASIC EDUCATION – CURRICULUM

Subject – Social Science

Level ‘C’

Rationale

To be meaningful, an educational programme needs to strike a dialogue with its target learners by making
them aware of their place in their immediate surroundings and their relation to the society of the past and
future. The role of social sciences in this context is of great significance.

The various components of social science, viz. History, Geography and Civics have been integrated in this
curriculum. The task of social sciences is to focus in a systematic way on the study of human behaviour.
This curriculum therefore, focuses on the various activities of human beings. A theme-based approach
has been adopted here, which means that topics are to be studied through the ages, instead of studies in
more depth of particular periods. Details about names, dates, places, etc. are to be avoided. This approach
traces the change in our social systems, pausing briefly here and there to go into case studies of some
historically representative types, culminating in a detailed discussion about the present, which is where
Geography, Economics and Civics come in.

Insets are to be used to provide anecdotes, biographical sketches of kings and other famous people, brief
descriptions of outstanding events, etc., wherever possible. Illustrated time-lines are also to be used
alongside the text material.

The attempt is to make the study of social sciences a mental engagement in understanding rather than an
exercise in memory where the learner hardly sees any meaning in what he/she memorizes. The kind of
approach mentioned above would help pupils understand similarity and difference, caution and the processes
by which change takes place in human affairs. It also renders the task of integrating the various components
of social sciences, easier.

Objectives :

The broad objectives of the social science curriculum are as follows

(a) To help achieve a greater awareness of themselves, to examine and clarify their values and to
establish a sense of self-identity.

(b) To provide learners with an understanding of past events and persons and of their roles in shaping
present-day lives.

(c) To promote in learners an understanding and acceptance of other people with different values and
lifestyles.

(d) To provide learners with an awareness of the interaction between man and environment and its
effects on the physical and social world.

(e) To provide learners with the skills necessary to systematically analyse situations and to arrive at
possible alternative.

Introduction to History
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1. Nomadic life, beginning of agriculture, settlements, development of community life, mixed farming,
town planning-Indus Valley civilisation – Social, Economic, Political and Religious beliefs.

2. Vedic culture and the Aryans – Social, Economic and Political life. Ramayana and Mahabharata .
Sources of information.

3. Mauryan Empire–Nanda dynasty, Janapedas, Mahajanapedas.

Mauryas, Rise of Jainism and Buddhism foreign invasions–Sakas, Parthians

4. Gupta Empire – Chandragupta, Samudragupta brief Political history, cultural, administrative
contributions, History of southern kingdoms – Pallavas, Chalukyas.

5. History of Harshavardhana, Kanishka, Cholas, Cheras, Pandyas.

6. Establishment of Delhi sultanate

coming of Arabs to India,

Invasions of Ghazani, Ghori

Establishment of slave dynasty, Tughlaks, Khiljis.

Rise of Province kingdoms in the south.

7. Establishment of Mughal Empire.

Babur’s invasions and the Lodhis, Rajputs, Sher Shah Suri, Akbar, Jahangir, Shah Jahan, Aurangjeb
administrative and cultural achievements.

Marathas, Rajputs.

8. Coming of British to India and rise of regional powers to British colonial system – (a) agrarian (b)
trade and (c) industry and its impact on the country.

9. Social and religious reform movement in the 19th centuary. Education and its impact.

10. Revolt of 1857 and changes in British administration, other revolts – Jats, Sikh, Satnami etc.

11. Rise of Nationalist Movement

12. Arts : Painting, literature, sculpture and its development.

13. India after Independence.

Some Geographical Facts

The aim of social science, under its Geography component, is to give the knowledge to its learners. ‘The
Earth as an unique living planet of the solar system.’ Learners should have the knowledge of Lithosphere,
Hydrosphere, Atmosphere and Biosphere and also the knowledge of Environment and the relation with
the human beings. Learners should have the knowledge of Resources, their use and their conservation.
Knowledge of the Global problems, like economic, Racial, boundaries and the problems emerged due to
the resources.

Topics
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1. Origin of our Earth, Solar system and bibang theory (Introduction). Motions of Earth, Rotation,
Revolution, Day and Night, change of seasons. Latitudes, longitudes, standard maridian, local time

2. Internal Structure of Earth, Crust, Mental and core, Realens of Earth Lithosphere, Hydrosphere,
Atmosphere and Biosphere formation of continents and oceans and continental Drift, theory.

3. Major Land forms, Mountains, Plateau and plains, volcanic eruptions, Earthquake and Tsunami
waves.

4. Weathering gradation and degradation type of weathering, physical, Chemical and Biological
weathering, agent of weathering, glaciers, water, Air sea waves Plants and Animals. Land formations
made by different agents of gradation like U shape valley, cirque Horn, Morain, V shape valley,
water fall, OX Bow lake, meanders Delta, Barkhan, Mushroom Rock cliff Beach, Sea Bridge etc.

5. Composition of Atmosphere. Temperature zones, air pressure and winds, Humidity, weather and
climate.

6. Oceans, relief features of ocean bottom, Movement of ocean water waves, tides and currents,
ocean Resources.

7. India, physical Divisions of India, monsoon climate of India. Resources of India, soil, types of soil,
soil conservation, water resource, harvesting of water, Hydro power, forest resource, deforestation,
afforestation, wild life, National Parks and Abhyaranya of India.

8. Minearal resource, Metallic and non-Metallic. Iron, coal, petroleum Atomic mineral and Atomic
power stations in India.

9. Agriculture, Types of Agriculture, Main crops, cereals, beverage, fiber and commercial crops,
crops seasons, Rabi Kharif and Jayad. Green revolution.

10. Industries of India from ancient to modern days. Iron, Textile and chemical Industry. Comparative
study of Tata Nagar Jamshedpur and Detroit of USA and Mumbai and osaka, Japan.

11. Transportation, communication, and Trade. Road, Rail and water transport. Satellite communication
and National and International trade.

12. Population in context of India, Birth rate, Death rate, sex Ratio Problems due to thick population
of India. Human settlements urban and rural. Comparative study of the people life of Amezon and
Ganga River valley.

Social and Political life

Unit 1. Diversity as a fact of (human) life :

Diversity in India (linguistic, cultural, socio-religious)

Diversity as a source of conflict

Unity and Diversity in India – need for peace and harmony

Unit 2. Understanding Society :

Social life – Gender, family, community
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Economic life – Division of labour, contribution of women as
work Force and other roles Role of market

Unit 3.Government :

The need of government

Various forms of government

Functioning of democratic government

Unit 4.The Constitution :

Ideals of Indian Constitution e.g. secularism in the context of
India as a myth - religious society.

Fundamental Rights

Fundamental Duties

Unit 5.Structure of Government

(a) Parliamentary Democracy-Its suitability for India

Parliament - composition and functioning

Executive - President, PM, council of Ministers

(b) Federal structure – with unitary features.

Unit 6. Indian Judiciary :  Lower to higher courts

Unit 7. State Government :  Legislature and Executive

Unit 8. Local Government :  Rural and urban

Unit 9. Institutional Representation of Democracy : Universal Adult Franchise, Elections, Political
Parties, Media, Coalition Government

Unit. 10. Social Justice  : Marginalised Groups – SC. ST and OBCs forms of social
inequality, Reservation

Unit 11. Economic Presence of the Governement :

Infrastructure and social sector.
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